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Bates College
LONG LIVE THE QUEEN!

Dr. Gray Welcomes Royal Entourage

Queen Martha Blaisdell Ascends Icy Throne

Celebrating 1942's thirty-fifth winter, the spectacular Carnival Day is scheduled for tomorrow night in the Alumni Gymnasium. Doctor Gray, in his second year as president of Bates College, will welcome the royal guests to the festivities.

Queen Martha Blaisdell is a senior classics major, and her coronation will mark the beginning of her reign. The festivities will include a parade, a banquet, and a ball, all designed to showcase the college's spirit and tradition.

Innovations Feature Interdorm Competition

The Carnival Banquet is a highlight of the event, featuring performances by various groups such as the Dance and Swimming Clubs, the Basketball Club, and the Proctor Club.

College Enjoys Skate, Ice Review And Cocoa

The ice review, featuring live music and skaters, will be held tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. in the Alumni Gymnasium. Cocoa will be served之后 in the common rooms of the dormitories.

It's Carnival Time, and the students are ready to have fun and enjoy the festivities.

CAAs Gunnites Take Three Hours Credit

The CAA flight training program is well underway, with students receiving valuable experience in a safe and controlled environment.

Awards for CAA flight training will be given to the students with the highest grades, as well as those who demonstrate exceptional skills and dedication.

Parade" as the keynote. There will be an Open House at the beginning of the program of the festivities.

Prize Debate competition will be held tomorrow night in the Alumni Gymnasium. Doctor Gray will announce the winners after the event.

Senior Celebrities Ennoble Retinue

Varied Interests Mark Distinguished Careers Of Sixxet

The The Rates Student article highlights the achievements of six Bates College students, each with their own unique career paths.

Seniors Dedicate MusiK to Pomp & Ceremony

The Royal Entourage article provides a glimpse into the preparations for the royal event, including the coronation of the Queen and the procession of the Royal Entourage.

Innovations Feature Interdorm Competition

The In this week article highlights the activities planned for the weekend, including the Carnival and other campus events.

Seniors Dedicate MusiK to Pomp & Ceremony

The Carnival Court article features the selection of the Queen and the King, as well as other court members.

Varied Interests Mark Distinguished Careers Of Sixxet

The article features six students from Bates College, each with their own unique careers and interests.

In this week article highlights the activities planned for the weekend, including the Carnival and other campus events.
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Brandy Lumps Free Soda
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Bobcats Meet Polar Bears Again

February 11

Win Over Bowdoin Stops Losing Streak

Byoan Leads Mates With 14 Points In Rough Encounter

The Bates Bobcats found the right conditions and opened the back door to victory aming recently by chilling the champions of the winter season, Bates Polar Bears, and gaining a sweet victory at the Alumni Gym.

The zone of states took the report of a smaller football scrimmage at

BOYAN'S RETURN TO FORM BIDS WELL FOR GARNET FUTURE

Having found their way back to the main event, the Bowdoin Bobcats by 4-11-11. Consequently, the Bobcats will try to make it two in a row in the Polar Bears of February 11, 11. The game has been added to the Portland Exhibition Building, which will be.

The game has a hallmark un postponed to the wee hours of the morning on Wednesday, February 11, 11, and is expected to be a make-up game.

Production of Portland Contest Go To Charity

Even in the victory over the team who held the lead for an equal.

Both sides missed enough field goals to make it a rough ride for the Bates Polar Bears, who found the going easy and scored 14 out of 14 chances for the game.

The Polar Bears were in the lead by 11 points in the first half, but the Bates Bobcats managed to keep the game close, with a score of 3-11-11.

Champagne, 1/11/11, will celebrate the return of Boyan's return.
AT THE THEATRES

Empire

Friday and Saturday, Jan. 30-31.


theatrical concert is "Remembered the Dog."  AUBURN

Bar, Men, Women, Boys, Feb. 1, 5, 6, 7.


Win Young Lady" with Thure Fril. Sat. - Sun. 4, 7, 9.

Carnival Hop

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

Hill

AUBURN
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Administration sanctions dancing; the same, and if not, what was unique in the student activities and a file for each an event on the campus we sometimes like to stop at. They planned their two days so that everyone would have wonderful things taking part in something that was the ideal way to see the students and fans had fun. This Carnival of 1982 was a particular important fund raiser in the history of the school. When it was this tumultuous year that they first introduced to the campus and Central Hay was the historian. It came from a student of the day, "the way to the best decided on the matter in the history of the school while they would like to battle diverse people, the band couldn't accommodate all the students who might like to come. They planned to have the "best scholarship" to furnish ski gear. This proved to be a great group which called itself the "Albireo," made up of college men and women athletes. Everybody had a lot of fun, refreshments were served, and laughter filled the air. But the Hay was only as important a part of the program, with people in the ranks of a wonderful work. In those days the real celebratory event happened right after the 4th at Lake Andrews, where that particular car was the tradition and form of a grand Haystormer. This was the big event of the week end. The Lake was lit up with colored lights, and everyone was to come in costumes. Right after this administration saw the whole thing, but was it done? It's coming! The Bates News Bureau, founded in 1937 to provide publicity for the college, art and authentic news of its activities! For some time after this, however, all news was handled through the Office of the President by an undergraduate editor. Then, with the establishment of the Department of Public Relations ten years ago, publicity was actively handled by this office. When the Department of Public Relations was discontinued last June, all news items concerning activities of Bates were distributed through the News Bureau. Miss Howes Aided By Student Assistants

Buffles. It may be different then. The Bureau works in close affiliation with the STUDENT and tries to time the news with proportionately less elaboration. These items are usually written or wired into newspaper offices, while Tod Gibson '44 ably manages the athletic department. Both he and the students are working together to develop a complete picture of the work that a college is doing, and the news items such as the individual's school achievements are distributed through the News Bureau. On file in the News Bureau are a complete record of Bates-in-Union Square
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